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‘Learning, Caring & Growing Together’  
 

March 2018 
Dear Parents/ Carers  
 
I cannot believe that we have come to the end of another term so quickly. Hopefully the weather will be 
much improved after the Easter break and we may even be able to get onto the field for playtimes. 
 
Thank yous 
A huge thank you to the Friends committee for all of their hard work yet again. The discos were so well 
organised and it was delightful to see all of the children dancing so beautifully. The ‘buy a gift for someone 
you love’ event was a huge success and it was amazing to see such a long queue waiting to go into the hall.  
There is lots more to come in the Summer term so please watch out for the newsletters and check the 
website for details. 
 
Goodbyes 
At Easter we say goodbye to Mrs Tungate who has been with us for seven years. We also say goodbye to Mrs 
Gilbert and Mr Walland. They have all been such a huge asset to the school and I know how much they will 
be missed. I would like to thank them for all of their hard work and dedication to the school and wish them 
well for the future.  We also say goodbye to one of our Midday Supervisors, Mrs Harvey, who has worked 
with the school for many years. Both children and staff will miss her dedication and enthusiasm. 
 
Staffing Structure 
When we return after the Easter break there will be a change to some of the adults who work alongside the 
teachers in the classrooms. Below is a plan of the where each adult will be. 

 

Class Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Mouse Natasha 
Maskell 

Natasha 
Maskell 

Natasha 
Maskell 

Natasha 
Maskell 

Natasha 
Maskell 

Hedgehog Claire Mander Claire Mander Claire Mander Claire Mander Claire Mander 

Dragonfly Karen Stitt Karen Stitt Karen Stitt Karen Stitt Karen Stitt 

Mole Hannah 
Tanton 

Sally Philbrick Hannah 
Tanton 

Hannah 
Tanton 

Hannah 
Tanton 

Fox Karyn Bray Karyn Bray Sally Philbrick Sally Philbrick Sally Philbrick 
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Class Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Rabbit Liz Zagni Liz Zagni Liz Zagni Liz Zagni Liz Zagni 

Squirrel Caroline Kett Caroline Kett Caroline Kett Aly Clarke Aly Clarke 

Otter Lisa Oag Lisa Oag Lisa Oag Lisa Oag Lisa Oag 

Owl Caroline Harty Caroline Harty Caroline Harty Caroline Harty Caroline Harty 

General 
Reception 

Emma Daynes Emma Daynes Emma Daynes Emma Daynes Emma Daynes 

General Kerri 
Tondelier 

Kerri 
Tondelier 

Aly Clarke Kerri 
Tondelier 

Kerri 
Tondelier 

General Ann White Ann White Rebecca Chick Ann White Ann White 

General Emily Bonner Emily Bonner Emily Bonner Emily Bonner Emily Bonner 

 
As you can see there is very little change to most classes and all of the adults will continue to work hard to 
meet the needs of the children in the school. 
 
Term dates 
All of the holidays, including staff training days, for 2018/2019 have been uploaded onto the school’s website 
for you to look at. We have deliberately chosen to have the identical training days as the Junior School to 
ensure that you have fewer child care issues. 
 
Worry Box 
In order to enable all of the children in school to be able to share any worries or concerns they may have we 
have put a worry box in the main school entrance. Children are able to write a worry on a post-it note and 
post it into the box. Children can either write who it is from or make them anonymous. These worries will be 
dealt with by the Senior Leadership team weekly and any trends that we notice will be dealt with proactively. 
 
Next Steps. 
Thank you for the questionnaires that you completed on the parents evenings. As soon as the data has been 
analysed I will update you on the outcomes. We will use your feedback to form our next steps in continuing 
to improve standards in the school. 
 
May I take this opportunity to wish you all a happy, restful holiday. School shuts for the Easter break at 3pm 
on Wednesday 28th March and reopens on Monday 16th April. 
 
Thank you in anticipation of your ongoing support. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Karen Winter 
Headteacher 
 


